Skimlinks for Bloggers
We want to make your content monetization easy, so we put together these FAQs to help you on your journey:

How do we work with affiliate networks?
We work with 60 affiliate networks and offer single access
to them, meaning there’s no need to apply to each network
individually.
How do I know which merchants Skimlinks works with?
There are three ways to find out if Skimlinks works with a
merchant:
1. Search for it in the “Merchants” tab in your Skimlinks
Publisher Hub account
2. Visit their website and use our Editor Toolbar to be
automatically notified if they’re in our network
3. Ask our dedicated Merchant Team, who are happy
to make introductions and connect publishers and
merchants to one another
Can I get insights into my performance?
Your Merchant Report includes granular insights like which
publisher converts best for you, trending products in our
network, and which brands your readers care most about.
Do you add links to my site?
Only if you’ve inserted a link into your content that isn’t
hyperlinked. Otherwise, we only affiliate links that are already
on your site.
Will you overwrite existing affiliate links?
No — we only recognize plain merchant links. However, we
do have overwrite options for Amazon and other programs.
Do I have to do anything to the links?
Not at all. Just write content as you normally would and link
to merchants where applicable.
Can I use Skimlinks on social media?
Yes! The Editor Toolbar makes it easy to share affiliate links
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across your various social channels. Simply install the Editor
add on to your Chrome browser.
How much will I make?
This depends on several factors, but there is no limit on how
much you can make. We only make money when you do
and you get 75 percent of the revenue split.
What is the minimum payout?
Our minimum payout is $10, and we operate on a Net-90
basis. To provide consistent reporting, we wait for earnings
to be confirmed by merchants so there’s no chance you’ll
get paid something that you’ll have to return later.
How do I disable Skimlinks for certain brand posts?
All you need to do is shorten the original link using a URL
shortener and Skimlinks won’t automatically affiliate them.
We also allow you to blacklist merchants that you never
want us to affiliate for you.
Do you add no-follow links to your technology?
Yes we do add no-follows to each of our redirects to ensure
your site is never penalized for having monetized content.
Wordpress plug-in versus the JavaScript?
The Wordpress Plug-In is another way to help publishers
integrate with Skimlinks. You may find that the plug-in issues
a warning. If that happens, copy our Javascript code from
the Hub, go to the “Editor” view in Wordpress and paste it at
the end of your HTML right before the tag.
How do you attribute linked purchases?
Once a user has clicked on your link, as long as you sent the
last click before the purchase was made, anything they buy
from the corresponding merchant will earn you commission.
Don’t see your question answered here?
Check our Knowledge Base for more FAQs and
support material.
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